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QUICK SNAPSHOT 

As commodity prices have been rising, producers 
started to lock in downside protection, though gener-
ally leaving their upside at least partially open.  
 
Similarly, on bushels already marketed as HTAs, 
producers began to nibble at opening up their upside 
through Deferred Floor and Range Plans (that were 
attached to the pre-existing cash contracts). This 
was seen across the ag complex.  
 
Enhancer Plus Plans were the choice of more neu-
tral producers, especially in next year’s crop, though 
interest in these structures picked up as prices 
headed higher.   

Did you know that SCS recently redesigned its daily ac-
count statements?  
 
In the last few months, SCS has worked on upgrading 
its technology, which included creating new versions of 
the SCS statements that are saved daily.  
 
To access these new versions, simply open your Google 
Drive and click on SCS Statements folder. In it, you’ll 
find that the most recent statement is in a new, easy to 
read format that includes the marked-to-market of each 
traded commodity in your account, your structured prod-
uct bushel totals (both accumulated and unaccumu-
lated), and the details of each SCS structure you have 
on.  
 
These will continue to be saved daily to provide you with 
complete transparency of what your account looks like 
on a day-to-day basis.  
 
For additional details regarding SCS Statements, please 
contact your broker or the SCS Desk.  

CORN 
… with CH16 at $4.00… CN16 at $4.14… CZ16 at $4.13 

Deferred Floor Plan - in CH16 (exp Feb’16) with a floor at 
$4.00, costs 26.2 cents/bu  
 
Deferred Range Plan - in CN16 (exp Jun’16) with a floor at 
$4.14 and a cap at $4.64, costs 23.2 cents 
 
Master Enhancer Plus Plan - in CN16 (exp Jun’16) with a 
fixed price/double up at $4.4625 and K/O at $3.45, no cost 
 
Master Enhancer Plus Plan - in CZ16 (exp Nov’16) with a 
fixed price/double-up at $4.5075 and K/O at $3.45, no cost 

 

IN THE SPOTLIGHT 

“This is not a solicitation to buy or sell commodity futures or options on commodity futures and should not be construed as such. Futures and options trading involves substantial risk and 
is not for everyone.  Such investments may not be appropriate for the recipient.  Past performance is not necessarily indicative of future results.  The valuation of futures and options may 
fluctuate, and, as a result, clients may lose more than their original investment. Nothing contained in this message may be construed as an express of an implied promise, guarantee or 
implication by, of, or from Structured Commodity Solutions, LLC that you will profit or that losses can or will be limited in any manner whatsoever.  Although care has been taken to assure 
the accuracy, completeness and reliability of the information contained herein, Structured Commodity Solutions, LLC makes no warranty, express or implied or assumes any legal liability 
or responsibility for the accuracy, completeness, reliability or usefulness of any information, product, service or process disclosed.”  

Questions? Comments? Contact us!  

structureddesk@structuredcommoditysolutions.com 

WHAT’S HOT 

SOYBEANS 
...with SN16 at $9.00 ...SX16 at $8.85 

Range Plus Plan - in SN16 (exp Jun’16) with a  floor at 
$9.00, and cap/double-up at $9.53875, no cost 
 
Range Plus Plan - in SX16 (exp Oc’16) with a floor at $8.85, 
and a cap/double-up $9.48375, no cost 

WHEAT 
… with WN16 at $5.10 

Deferred Range Plan - in WN16 (exp Jun’16) with a floor at 
$5.10 and a cap at $5.60, costs 26.6 cents/bu 
 


